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Heart of a Soldier by James B. Stewart 
From Publishers Weekly 

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and bestselling author Stewart (Den of Thieves) aims to capture the enormity of 

the World Trade Center attack by retracing one of the lives lost in the disaster: that of Rick Rescorla, head of 

security for Morgan Stanley. From the late 1980s on, Rescorla tried to warn Port Authority officials that the World 

Trade Center was an easy target for terrorists. On September 11, after safely evacuating the Morgan Stanley 

offices in the south tower (he kept people calm by singing into his megaphone), Rescorla went back into the 

building minutes before it collapsed to search for stragglers. This wasn't his first selfless act of bravery: a Vietnam 

veteran, Rescorla won a Silver Star and other medals for his role in the Ia Drang valley an important American 

victory, but one whose devastating losses turned Rescorla against the war. Piecing together the recollections of, 

among others, Rescorla's widow, Susan, his best friend and fellow soldier, Daniel Hill, to narrate Rescorla's life 

story, Stewart also weaves in Susan's, and describes the Rescorlas' blissful mid-life relationship, a second marriage 

for both. Stewart's narrative is fast-paced, fluid and impressively detailed, though not without cliches. It's an 

absorbing and at times inspiring profile in courage, yet the book has the feel of an extended magazine piece. 
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The Unthinkable:  Who Survives When Disaster Strikes—and Why by Amanda Ripley 
From Publishers Weekly 

Ripley, an award-winning writer on homeland security for Time, offers a compelling look at instinct and disaster 

response as she explores the psychology of fear and how it can save or destroy us. Surprisingly, she reports, mass 

panic is rare, and an understanding of the dynamics of crowds can help prevent a stampede, while a well-trained 

crew can get passengers quickly but calmly off a crashed plane. Using interviews with survivors of hotel fires, 

hostage situations, plane crashes and, 9/11, Ripley takes readers through the three stages of reaction to calamity: 

disbelief, deliberation and action. The average person slows down, spending valuable minutes to gather belongings 

and check in with others. The human tendency to stay in groups can make evacuation take much longer than 

experts estimate. Official policy based on inaccurate assumptions can also put people in danger; even after 9/11, 

Ripley says, the requirement for evacuation drills on office buildings is inadequate. Ripley's in-depth look at the 

psychology of disaster response, alongside survivors' accounts, makes for gripping reading, sure to raise debate as 

well as our awareness of a life-and-death issue. 8 pages of color photos. (June)  
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Population:  485 by Michael Perry 
From Booklist 

Being a volunteer EMT is no small challenge, even in a town as small as New Auburn, Wisconsin. Perry mixes his 

tales of heroic rescues with his stories of small-town life. His book opens with his team attempting to rescue a 

teenage girl from a disastrous car wreck on a dangerous bend of road. As part of the volunteer fire department, 

Perry—along with his brother and mother—pulls people from mangled cars and answers 911 calls from critically 

ill people. He also relates how New Auburn got its name (after going through three others), and shares the lives of 

his fellow volunteers, such as Beagle, a man who can't use the town's only gas station because both of his ex-wives 

work there. He details the technicalities of being a volunteer—the many terminologies one needs to memorize, and 

also crucial, life-saving techniques, such as CPR and controlling a house fire by puncturing a hole in its roof. 

Tragic at times, funny at others, Perry's memoir will appeal to anyone curious about small-town life. Kristine 

Huntley 
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